Limiting factors for the detection of orientation.
First steps of visual-information processing in primates are characterised by a highly ordered representation of the outside world on the cortex. Two prominent features of cortical organisation are the retinotopic mapping of position in the visual field on the first stages of the visual stream, and the systematic variation of orientation preference in the same areas. In an attempt to understand the relation of position and orientation representation, we need to know the minimum spatial requirements for orientation detection. In the present paper, the spatial limits for detecting orientation are analysed by simulating simple orientation filters and testing the ability of human observers to detect the orientation of small lines at various positions in the visual field. At sufficiently high contrast levels, the minimum physical length of a line to discriminate orientation differences of 45 degrees-90 degrees is not constant when presented at various eccentricities, but covaries inversely with the cortical magnification factor. In consequence, a line needs to correspond to about 0.2 mm of cortical surface, independently of the actual eccentricity at which the stimulus is presented, in order to allow observers to recognise its orientation. This has consequences for our understanding of orientation detection. (i) In combination with simulation experiments, it becomes clear that the elementary process underlying orientation detection is a local operation, which seems to focus on small regions compared with cortical receptive fields. (ii) With respect to the number of inputs to the visual cortex, the performance of this local operation approaches the physical limits, requiring hardly more than three-four input LGN axons to be activated for detecting the orientation of a highly visible line segment. Comparing these spatial characteristics with the receptive fields of orientation-sensitive neurons in the primate visual system could suggest new insights into the neuronal circuits underlying orientation mapping in the human cortex.